traditional data organization objects and related methods should be reconsidered. In addition to spatiotemporal attributes (e.g. locations, shapes) and relationships(e.g. topological relationship), there is much more geographic content that can be regarded as geographic information that describes geographic environments, such as semantics, other attributes and relationships (e.g. chemical and biological), and evolutionary processes. All these elements should be considered as a whole as contributors to powerful data organization and subsequent methods for the construction of geographic environments. Based on spatial decomposition approaches with graph theory techniques, Mekni (2017) argued that semantics should be added to create semantically enriched and geometrically accurate VGEs, which he called Informed VGE (IVGE). Lü et al. (2017) argued that geographic scene maybe a suitable schema to organize rich geographic information to tell complete stories, including time, location, people, things, events, processes, and phenomena, and further to support geo-visualization, geo-modelling and simulation, and geo-collaboration. They also proposed the Geographic Scenario as a theory to explore geographical scenes, their construction methods and applications. The above research showed great innovation for both the organization of geographic data in VGEs and the improvement of traditional GIS data models.
Modelling and simulation environments are core components that prepare VGEs for geographic analysis. Geographic analysis models are the abstraction and expression of geographic processes and phenomena; these models can also be regarded as another form of geographic knowledge and geographic laws. Geographic analysis models are an effective way to realize comprehensive geographic research and systematic understanding by treating various and interactive geographic processes as a whole. Thus, modelling complex geographic phenomena through model integration will benefit the construction of similar comprehensive geographic environments in VGEs, and simulations can be employed to inverse the past, predict the future, express these phenomena and reveal new rules. Figure 1 shows detailed functions that modelling and simulation environments can conduct cooperatively with other sub-environments in VGEs. Management of geographic analysis models in VGEs will also enable VGEs to be a tool for geographic knowledge engineering Zhang et al. 2016; You and Lin 2016) . Moreover, it should be realized that currently, integrating human factors with natural factors for comprehensive geographic analysis is an irreversible Figure 1 . Detailed functions that modelling and simulation environments cooperatively with other sub-environments in VGEs.
trend. Although there are already numerous models existing that reflect natural phenomena (e.g. Larsen et al. 2016; Dugdale, Hannah, and Malcolm 2017) , there is still a need to develop more human behaviour-integrated models at large, regional and local scales. Only both natural and human behaviour related models can be integrated into the model base for VGEs; VGEs can be equipped with simulation functions to explore human-involved geographic environments . From this perspective, Torrens (2017) provided a modelling scheme to support simulations and experiments for the evacuation of people within critical damage scenarios based on automata. It is meaningful for the exploration of human dynamics in the real world and future model development in this field.
The expression environment in VGEs is a systematic environment that is employed to express geographic elements, interactions and evolutionary processes through various visible and inductive channels. Based on our understanding, this environment can mainly provide visual expression channels (i.e. for visualization) and sensible expression channels (i.e. for touching, smelling and hearing). VR/AR/MR can play an important role in the construction of expression environments, and currently, many VGE systems primarily develop 3D-based visualization technologies to express dynamic geographic phenomena; for example, Rink et al. (2017) visualized simulation results in a region around Chao Lake to contribute to water pollution control. With the booming VR/AR/ MR, more vivid VGEs are expected to develop in the near future with mirrored geographic processes and phenomena and not just game-like environments. Moreover, the expression content should be extended due to the richness of the geographic information. The expression environment should support the expression of all non-matter sensible elements (e.g. light, temperature and smell) and non-sensible factors (e.g. the magnetic field) as they exist in the geographic environment when users have specific requirements. Here, support does not mean that all elements need to be expressed every time. There was an interesting topic proposed by Voinov et al. (2017) that explored how to marry VGEs with simulations in a mutually beneficial way. The key word is properly, "making sure that VR indeed helps convey the message rather than distract stakeholders from the science, and analyses that come out of the modeling exercises". This kind of discussion incurs a more indepth way of thinking on the development of expression environments in VGEs.
Collaborative and interactive environments are designed to support collaborations and interactions among humans, geographic environments and machines, and their inner collaborations and interactions when using VGEs. It is also characteristic for VGEs to differ from traditional geographical cognition and GIS analysis tools that provide important means for users to conduct collaborative experiments and exploration. Here, humans, geographic environments and machines refer to those that exist both in the real environment and the virtual environment. Collaboration among humans includes human cooperative works and idea exchanges in the real environment, avatar-based human interactions and communications in the virtual environment, and manipulation and feedback between humans in the real environment and the avatar in the virtual environment. Collaboration among geographic environments includes influences and interactions among geographic elements in the real environment and corresponding inter-influences and co-evolutionary processes of virtual geographic elements in the virtual environment. Collaboration among machines mainly refers to the joint operation among different tasks in different machines and corresponding reflections in virtual systems. Apart from these kinds of collaborations, interactions among humans, geographic environments and machines are important to mix virtual and real environments for collaborative research. Here, we categorize the interaction between humans and machines in the collaborative and interactive environments; we think this is also a kind of collaboration, and that is why former interactive environments are modified into expression environments that focus on initial expressions, and collaborative environments are modified into collaborative and interactive environments that focus on multi-angle interactions. Only collaborations and interactions among humans, geographic environments and machines can be realized; a geographic analysis based on VGEs can break constraints on time and space and provide common users, researchers and decision-makers with an open workspace and opportunities for distributed collaborative problem solving and exploration. Regarding this issue, Oprean, Simpson, and Klippel (2017) studied remote user experiences during collaboration and teamwork with the hope of better understanding geographically remote spaces. This work will be worth studying to explore the capacity enhancement of VGEs to support collaborative research.
In summary, geography should guide geographic information technologies and the development of related systems, including VGEs. The process of constructing virtual geographic environments that are mirrored by real geographic environments is an essential task for modelling, interpreting and exploring Earth's system to further contribute to the improvement of real environments. VR/ AR/MR are important technologies for the development of VGEs, but the crucial core should still be geography. Although integrated VGEs with fully proposed functions are still under construction, this is still the time to emphasize geographic and analysis-centred VGEs over expression-centred VGEs.
